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Abstract
We present Infra, a new baseline medium for representing
data. With Infra, arbitrarily-complex structured data can be
encoded, viewed, edited, and processed, all while remaining
in an efficient non-textual form. It is suitable for the full
range of information modalities, from free-form input, to
compact schema-conforming structures. With its own equivalent of a text editor and text-field widget, Infra is designed
to target the domain currently dominated by flat character strings while simultaneously enabling the expression of
sub-structure, inter-reference, dynamic dependencies, abstraction, computation, and context (metadata).
Existing metaformats fit neatly into two categories. They
are either textual for human readability (such as XML and
JSON) or binary for compact serialization (such as Thrift
and Protocol Buffers). In contrast, Infra unifies those two
paradigms. In order to have the desirable properties of binary
formats, Infra has no textual representation. And yet, it is
designed to be easily read and authored by end-users.
We show how the organization Infra brings to data makes
a new non-textual programming paradigm viable. Programs
that modify data can now be embedded into the data itself. Furthermore, these programs can often be authored by
demonstration. We argue that Infra can be used to improve
existing software projects and that bringing direct authoring
and human readability to a binary data paradigm could have
rippling ramifications on the computing landscape.
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Introduction

Infra aims to make data more powerful and easier to deal
with for both humans and computers. All types of data can be
viewed, edited, processed, transferred, and stored entirely in
Infra. Therefore, developers, runtimes, and end-users could
theoretically share a common foundational medium across
the computing landscape.
Infra is composed of a novel encoding and a novel type
of editor/browser. These two components are intended to
supplant the use cases of text encodings and text editors
respectively, and since the encoding is compact binary, it
also addresses the needs of transfer formats. Infra editors
make reading and writing Infra’s binary metaformat simple
for end-users, and can even style the presentation and taylor
editing in response to metadata, resembling a Web Browser
or IDE. Beyond the common metaformat features, Infra’s
encoding includes three critical primitives: Metadata, Free,
and Patch.
Metadata allows any data element, including other metadata, to be decorated with arbitrary Infra information to add
context. For example, metadata is useful for providing IDs to
support referencing values by name, style markup to assist
presentation in an editor, or schema/type info to constrain
or validate data.
Free allows encoded information to contain unallocated
memory regions. This can be useful for aligning data to
fixed-widths or improving the efficiency of localized edits to
large structures on disk.
Patch elements are programs that can inline another Infra object and optionally modify the shallow copy, forming
a generalization of graphs. This primitive turns out to be
a powerful building block toward general computation in

